Project 14
1-Digit Display

1-Digit Displays
These are the most basic of displays and are still used as they are a very cheap piece of hardware which is perfect for
use in clocks, calculators, microwaves and many more. They’re a simple and effective way to display numerical
information like sensor readings, time, or quantities. They are capable of displaying the characters 0-9.
There are some important things you need to know that will help you with all displays. Firstly, the display is made up
of 7 LEDs called segments in the shape of the number 8. They are labelled a-g with the decimal point labelled dp. See
the diagram.

Each segment or LED can be controlled separately. Seven
segment displays have 10 pins, two to connect to ground
and 8 to the segments. There are 2 types of displays common cathode and common anode. You have a
common cathode.

Different Cathode Displays
Common Cathode Displays

In common cathode displays, all of the cathodes are connected to ground and individual segments are turned
on and off by switching power to the anodes.

Common Anode Displays
In common anode displays, all of the anodes are connected to Vcc, and individual segments are turned on
and off by switching power to the cathodes.

1-Digit Display Project
Description:
You will learn to set up and code a 1-digit Display. You will
need to use the Library called SevSeg which works with
single digit and multi-digit seven segment displays.

The code will count up from zero to nine and loop back to
the start.

Materials Needed:
UNO board
Breadboard
Jumper Cables
1-Digit Display
1 x 1k resistor
You will use the library - SevSeg

Set Up
How to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Segment A = Pin 6 on UNO
Segment B = Pin 5 on UNO
Segment C = Pin 2 on UNO
Segment D = Pin 3 on UNO
Segment E = Pin 4 on UNO
Segment F = Pin 7 on UNO
Segment G = Pin 8 on UNO
Segment DP = Pin 9 on UNO

●
●

Top GND (top middle pin) = Row A Column 15
Bottom GND (Bottom middle pin) = Row B Column 15

●

1K resistor = Row D Column 15 to Row G Column 45

●

Uno Board - GND to Row J Column 45

